Seal It with the Name You Trust.

ProRoot® ES Endo Root Canal Sealer is made from an enhanced formula of ProRoot® MTA Root Repair Material, which has been trusted in over four million canals. Now, the same healing properties of ProRoot® MTA are available in a biocompatible sealer. ProRoot® ES promotes tissue regeneration, providing a hard tissue covering over the apical foramen for a biological seal.

Achieving a predictable and superior seal – comes naturally.

ProRoot® ES provides a natural seal by sealing the root canal biologically.¹

- Bioinductive for cementum¹
- Supports tissue regeneration¹
- Not cytotoxic in the mixed or hardened state
- Biocompatible with periradicular tissues²
Superior Sealer.

In addition to providing a biological seal to prevent bacteria microleakage, **ProRoot® ES** comes with a number of other benefits that make it the sealer of choice to help you achieve predictable results with efficiency.

- Does not stimulate an inflammatory process and prevents root resorption
- Partially fills or blocks the dentinal tubules
- Highly radiopaque, offering an excellent visual for placement
- Retreatable through normal retreatment methods

The Right Mix, The Right Seal, Every Time.

Each packet of ProRoot® ES powder comes with a pre-measured unit dose of gel for convenience in mixing. To use ProRoot® ES, simply pour the powder onto a glass slab, add the gel and mix. The easy-to-mix formula creates a smooth stringy consistency for excellent handling, provides a sufficient working time of 65 minutes and sets even in the presence of moisture.